argued that "investigating things and extending knowledge" (gewu zhizhi = gezhi) presupposed that all things had their principle/pattern/coherence (wanwu zhi li). Later encyclopedias drew on Zhu Xi's scholarly eminence after the Southern Song, when gewu zhizhi became a popular term borrowed by literati to discuss the proper approach to the diversity of things. 3 Zhu concluded: "one should in three or four cases out of ten seek principles in the outside realm" (sansifen qu waimian lihui fangke). In the other six to seven out of ten situations, however, moral principles should be sought within one's moral cultivation. 4 Zhu Xi proposed a uniform methodology to accumulate knowledge and wisdom in both the cultural/moral and natural/political realms. He did not delineate a precise classificatory system within which "investigating things" represented a particular kind of knowledge, i.e, calendrical or mathematical, social or political, cultural or religious. For Zhu Xi, gezhi and bowu ("broad knowledge of things") were opposed to each other, because the former was guided by moral purpose in contrast to the latter's aimless erudition. Unlike gezhi, bowu often still carried with it a popular notion of curiosities or esoterica, which would later make it the more appropriate term to use for museums (bowu guan) in modern times. But we will see below that despite Zhu Xi's influence, bowu and gezhi were not mutually exclusive.
Zhu Xi and his followers believed that the common knowledge of the literati had often been disaggregated through the widely used genre of "brush notes" (bitan) (see Fu Daiwie' paper in this volume). The reunification of knowledge toward a moral purpose was possible only if a universal approach was followed, that is, a search for the principles of all things, events, and phenomena (gewu qiongli). Zhu Xi's predecessor Cheng Yi (1033-1107) had feared that without the unity of approach provided by investigating things, "broad learning" would succumb to trifles of knowledge. Thereafter, the investigation of things (gewu) became the key to opening the door of knowledge for literati versed in the Classics and Histories. In Ming encyclopedias, however, investigating things and broad knowledge became regular bedfellows.
Despite an emerging consensus, there was still much scholarly debate surrounding Zhu Xi's prioritizing of the gewu passage in the Great Learning to establish the epistemological boundaries for literati learning. 5 As a Daoxue master, Zhu had elevated his own commentary on the gewu passage in the Great Learning by putting it into the mouth of one of Confucius' direct disciples, Zengzi. Through ventriloquism, Zhu thereby entered his own commentary into the canon, an act that was disputed by many since the Southern Song but which remained the orthodox view for knowledge-gathering in encyclopedias until early modern times. 6 Under Mongol rule, Cheng Yi's and Zhu Xi's views on the Five Classics and Four Books were declared orthodox for the Yuan civil examinations that were restarted in 1313-14. Hence, Song classical learning became the framework for accepted knowledge from 1400 to 1900. Using this framework, Ming scholars and printers together produced a wide variety of classified compendia that increasingly went beyond the classical, literary, and historical encyclopedias used by literati to prepare for the competitive civil examinations. 7 During the mid-Ming, for example, the classical controversies about the gewu passage in the Great Learning emboldened revisionist literati-scholars such as Wang Yangming (1472-1529) to take their predecessors to task for their naiveté concerning the relationship between knowledge and morality. In general, in the hands of Wang's more radical late Ming followers, however, the focus on the "investigation of things" began to shift away from a pathway to sagehood to a more rigorous methodology for extending all knowledge, whether moral, textual, or worldly, which carried over to late Ming encyclopedias. This growing emphasis on ancient classical learning as the cornerstone of literati scholarship also occasioned a revival of encyclopedias and digests to recapture the things, events, and phenomena delineated in the authentic classics and histories.
This return to book-learning and precise scholarship enabled recovery of the exact meanings of the texts themselves, rather than wasting time on speculation. The ancient content of the classical tradition could be revived, literati thought, through exacting research and analysis. Literati entered such hard-earned knowledge in the encyclopedias of the age. Such research depended on access to classical sources that were increasingly printed in urban centers for both civil service candidates and a larger reading world of aspiring scholars, examination failures, and lower-brow elites anxious to emulate their cultural superiors One of the chief aims of the account below will be to describe the wide variety of Yuan and Ming encyclopedias and compendia that were published as a repository of classical, historical, institutional, medical, and technical knowledge since antiquity.
Yuan-Ming Encyclopedias and Compendia
During the Yuan dynasty, newer and more popular forms of knowledge circulating in the wider Mongol empire forced Chinese compilers to constantly add material to Southern Song (1127-1280) compilations, but the military dislocations of the period from 1350 to 1450 yielded a dramatic downturn in the numbers of such publications at the same time that Chinese population declined significantly. The Expanded Records of a Forest of Matters (Shilin guangji), for example, was a Southern Song compilation that scholar-printers added to in the Yuan. By 1330-1332, the edition had 43 divisions, which included heavenly correspondences, the calendar and time, topography, plants and fruits, bamboo and trees, musical harmonics, Daoism, Chan Buddhism, mathematics, tea, wines, liquors, in addition to topics for the recently revived civil examinations. In contrast, the original Expanded Records during the Song had only 17 divisions, which generally focused on government and essay questions from the civil examinations. 8 These remarkable additions to the collection came at a time when the role of the civil examinations were severely curtailed by the Mongol warrior elites, and Han Chinese officials remained a minor group serving the Yuan dynasty. 
The Rise of Low-Brow Printing During the Yuan and Ming
The Yuan roots of the new type of encyclopedia emerged when the lesser role of the classical learning was confirmed by the pathetic scope of Mongol civil examinations after 1313. Only some 1100 Chinese passed the palace examination during the entire Yuan, compared to some 39,000 earlier during the Song and about 25,000 under the succeeding Ming. Few literati bothered. The Yuan encyclopedia Complete Collection of Classified Affairs Essential for Those Living at Home (Jujia biyong shilei quanji), for instance, was a precursor to late Ming practical-use encyclopedias that focused on literati customs, practical learning, home rituals, sericulture, maintaining health, etc. The 1301 preface of the Complete Collection, for instance, called it a "guide to local clerks' learning" for those who served in their home communities. Late Ming daily-use encyclopedias (riyong leishu) continued this focus for its audience on those who served as hereditary clerks in cities and the countryside without examination degrees. Because the readership now reached a wider social world of clerks and commoners, the Complete Collection of Classified Affairs was organized to provide the practical knowledge and common sense needed in one's home, although it was still categorized as a leishu. 10 Beginning with the Ming economic revival in the late fifteenth century, cheaper editions of books were published in Fujian province and in the Yangzi delta. Ming publications for a popular audience centered in Fujian province, especially in the interior county of Jianyang. The production of daily-use compendia then spread more widely from the Southeast China coast to the hinterlands. They also spread across social formations. Such new compendia no longer merely served as classically technical encyclopedias for examination-conscious literati. A noticeable increase occurred in printed works on agriculture, health, medicine, and mathematics for social groups in traditional Chinese society who were classically or functionally literate, that is, literati, artisans, and merchants. This publishing upsurge from the late fifteenth to the sixteenth century should be understood in light of a similar expansion during the Southern Song. In other words, the publishing of popular encyclopedias from the Song to late Ming increased, although there was a significant dip for economic reasons in the early Ming.
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Family businesses predominated in Fujian publishing, for example, particularly in the western mountains where the local lineages established successful low-cost enterprises through an intricate network of bookstores and traveling merchants. The kinship links among local publishers, distributors, and sellers supported a nested geographical hierarchy for producing and selling books for elite and popular audiences locally and regionally. As family businesses, the local print shops fulfilled their lineage's cultural aspirations by catering to the local civil examination market for books on the Classics and classical primers. In this manner, merchant families that profited from the book trade also invested in educations for their kin in the hope that their social status would improve through an association with books and the classical scholarship of elites. The well-forested province of Sichuan in the southwest has proved to be a similar province where middle-and lowbrow Ming printing flourished. 12 As New World and Japanese silver penetrated the Ming economy after 1550, higher-brow printing reemerged for literati elites who again competed in the enlarged Ming civil examinations, which were expanded to include local biennial written tests in all 1350 counties. As a result, cheaper bookssuch as those printed in Jianyang in Fujian-were now criticized during the Wanli reign period (1573-1619) for their poor paper and for their use of soft wood to carve woodblocks to sell editions quickly. They remained popular, however, as part of an expanding print culture, which took advantage of a decline in printing costs and book publication expenses. Such savings were due in part to a more efficient division of labor in the production of wood blocks for printed books and because the sea route for Jianyang editions from Fujian in the southeast to other regions, particularly the prosperous Yangzi delta, proved cheaper. High-brow printers in Hangzhou and Nanjing now took over the market for higher quality books and encyclopedias catering to the upper levels of the civil examination marketplace in provincial capitals and in the dual capitals of Nanjing and Beijing. 13 The classification system for daily-use encyclopedias published in the late Ming typically ranged in content from twenty to over forty major categories. Shorter tables of contents usually implied more limited and more elitist appeal to civil examination candidates, while longer tables implied a wider concern for daily life and practical learning. Topics that appeared most frequently in late Ming practical encyclopedias, i.e., those that appealed to commoners, clerks, and aspiring local students, were astrology, topography, medicine, mathematics, dream interpretation, nourishing life, sericulture, writing skills, legal matters, and plants. The cheaper encyclopedias published in Jianyang encompassed a wide variety of books, including household manuals, quotation dictionaries, and collections of anecdotes, but their common feature was their topical arrangement as "household encyclopedias" and manuals for everyday life, for example, what rituals to follow in birth, marriage, and death.
We can identify seven types of late Ming daily-use compendia: 1) general; 2) oriented to the civil service; 3) reference use (phrase dictionaries, letter writing, etc.); 4) literary collections; 5) sources for looking up names and people; 6) collections of stories and anecdotes; and 7) primers for children. These divisions reflect the growing audience of high-and lowbrow elites, as well as commoners, who were targeted by the literati and merchant printers who published the encyclopedias. Private encyclopedias increased their categories to cater to a wider audience of readers, while officially sponsored leishu tended to focus on the more orthodox forms of knowledge and information related to the classical canon, the civil service, and dynastic statecraft. 14 The late Ming scholar-merchant bookseller Hu Wenhuan (fl. ca. 1596), for example, published a massive and widely available private collection that was reviewed by the editors for inclusion in the Qianlong emperor's (1736-95) famous Imperial Library known as the Siku quanshu (Complete collection of the four treasuries) in the 1780s. Although not an encyclopedia itself, the editors noted, critically, that Hu's collection contained 181 works -including encyclopedias -which he had divided into twelve classifications. Because many of Hu's categories were unorthodox, the imperial editors refused to copy the collectanea into the Complete Collection of the Four Treasuries. Similarly, the imperial editors never considered late-Ming popular encyclopedias for inclusion or even mention in the Complete Collection of the Four Treasuries. Like many Ming scholar-printers, Hu mixed and matched his editions to sell more copies. At times he also changed several original works to conform to his own printing formats.
Elite Printing during the Late Ming
As the Ming economy grew, woodblock printing developed into a sophisticated art. Although classical learning had revived during the Song due in part to the increased circulation of books and the diffusion of classical texts precipitated by the spread of printing, this already high development was surpassed in the late Ming. By then, woodblocks included multicolor printing, artistic illustration, the use of copper movable type, and woodcut facsimiles of earlier editions. Song government printing had encouraged paper production (invented in the second century A.D.) and printing, but the explosive expansion of printing after 1500 produced a wider circulation of erudite and practical knowledge empire-wide. Highbrow printing of classical works for literati elites in South China was paralleled by printing of popular literature, vernacular novels, almanacs, encyclopedias, and literacy primers for a wider commoner audience in the Yangzi delta, Fujian in the southeast, and Sichuan in the southwest. The geographical expansion of printing was paralleled by the penetration of print culture into the lives of the lower-and middle-brow people living in China's tens of thousands of towns and hundreds of thousands of villages. 16 Woodblock printing reached its peak in technical sophistication in the mid-sixteenth century with the rise of scholar-printers in the Yangzi delta, but the scale of printing and the scope of the market were also controlled by the more commercially oriented printers in Fujian and Sichuan. During the late Ming, Nanjing, the Ming southern capital, and nearby Hangzhou and Suzhou (all in "Jiangnan," south of the Yangzi River) became the center for quality printing, and outstanding xylographers staffed the printing shops. But Jianyang, the center for commercial publishing in Fujian, produced a larger quantity of novels, dramas, and popular manuals (including medical handbooks) than elsewhere. Merchants from Huizhou (in Anhui), who could access the cheaper wood in their home area for woodblocks, and book traders from elsewhere congregated in Nanjing, and Hangzhou, the former Song capital. Nanjing printers featured color editions of books. These elite tiers of print culture extended all the way down to the provincial hinterlands, where local and regional families involved in paper production, wood-block carving, and ink manufacture helped printers to produce more printed items in China than anywhere else in the world between 1600 and 1800.
Chinese printers experimented with movable type, but xylography was generally -but not always -more economical, when publishing many copies of a particular work was required. Books set with movable type accommodated misprints and errors more easily, whereas a woodblock, once proofread, was permanently correct. Breaking down type matrices after a printing rendered later editions very expensive. A previous woodblock, on the other hand, could be used for cheap later printings. When relatively few copies were needed (for imperial projects with limited circulation), then it was feasible to employ movable type. Woodblocks were especially economical for the books and manuals produced by lowbrow print shops in Fujian and Sichuan, but traveling printers who produced family genealogies on demand found that moveable wooden type was more economical for their more formulaic products.
Woodblocks were easily stored and, with reasonable care, preserved for frequent reuse. In fact, printers often used the same woodblocks for collectanea that included many diverse titles or were prepared by different compilers. The wide dissemination of more elite books printed from reused woodblocks allowed such editions to circulate from the Hangzhou and Nanjing print shops to Japan and Korea, as well as Vietnam. In this milieu, popular encyclopedias became very influential and representative works, which successfully commoditized classical learning in an age of Ming connoisseurship. Moreover, they afford us a unique window onto the more common divisions of knowledge among commoners, when such compendia reached a broader audience.
The proliferation of printing during the late Ming was the enabling factor for the publication of numerous encyclopedias for the civil examination market and simultaneously more classified digests for commoners and the nouveau riches. Although these sorts of books were organized along the same pattern, they served different functions depending on the context for their use, that is, for examination aspirants or for householders. Thus, they functioned as manuals for accepted rituals and practices during the late Ming, in addition to serving as scholarly compendia for students preparing for the civil examinations.
A book-oriented atmosphere conducive to the development of scholarship and the practical arts emerged from this environment of readily available reference books, practical manuals, and popular compendia of knowledge, which each aimed at a different though overlapping audience of students, householders, literate artisans, and merchants. In addition, the printing of daily-use compendia since the 1590s was emblematic of a widening publishing world that appealed to the lesser lights of Ming and Qing (1644-1911) society, namely, merchants, artisans, and those only licensed to take higher examinations.
Hu Wenhuan, for example, prefigured the Sino-Jesuit dialogue concerning the investigation of things and European scientia in the early seventeenth century when he compiled and published his widely circulated collection of books. He published them as a Ming repository of classical, historical, institutional, medical, and technical works from antiquity to the present. Its wide dissemination in China and Japan, in many editions from Hu Wenhuan's Hangzhou and Nanjing print shops, marked it as a very influential and thus representative work. It did not have the scholarly pedigree of classical encyclopedias, but Hu's printing shop presents us with a unique window onto more common divisions of knowledge. 17 Presented as repositories of useful information for daily life, popular encyclopedias and book collections provided non-elites with a wide choice of subjects dealing with medical prescriptions, divination formulas, ancient lore, astrology, geomantic almanacs, calligraphy, etc. Unlike reference books for elites that focused primarily on the civil examinations, elite family ritual, or classical learning, many encyclopedias included information on travel and lodging useful to merchants. Such attention to the practical needs of non-elites in provinces such as Fujian meant that compilers and printers were no longer limited to orthodox topics. They could present the ritual and practical aspects of normal life in rich detail for a broad audience of new readers. In addition to their book collecting efforts, bibliophiles in the Yangzi delta also undertook major printing projects that went beyond the wider focus on lowbrow publishing. Publishing was an important part of family businesses in the late Ming. Scholar-printers became invaluable members not just of the highbrow Yangzi delta academic community but also local towns everywhere. 18 Indeed, the range of Ming leishu became so broad that classical scholars had trouble based on the classifications used in various encyclopedias to find the appropriate bibliographic locations for such information, which was never exclusively classical, historical, technical, or literary. Although the four classifications (sibu) were usually in effect in imperial libraries since medieval times, we cannot identify a single, unified field that encompassed both official and private encyclopedias during and after the Ming. The official sibu system was often bypassed by Song-Yuan-Ming lowbrow and highbrow encyclopedias.
Despite this quandry, both the "wide learning of things" (bowu) and "investigating things and extending knowledge (gezhi) together became a common epistemological frame for the accumulation of classical and practical knowledge among late Ming and early Qing elites. By the late eighteenth century, the editors of the Qianlong emperor's Complete Collection of the Four Treasuries conceded that during the Ming a new category of hybrid encyclopedias had emerged, which challenged the traditional classification system for knowledge. These new variegated collections, the editors conceded, were best placed in the category of the "Masters" (zibu), rather than among literary collections, which some collectors had done, because they contained more specialized information normally associated with the technical writings of the "Masters." 20 But the editors also had a warning for the more lowbrow compilers. Like many Ming scholar-printers, Hu Wenhuan had mixed and matched the contents of his editions to sell more copies of his printed works. The Qianlong editors found this aspect of Hu's editions especially deplorable, and they castigated him for his blatant profit-seeking. The editors made clear in their 1780s critique of Hu's massive collection that they also disapproved of his inclusion of fictional accounts posing as works on natural history (bowu). Rather than grant Hu's collection the status of a leishu, the imperial editors relegated mention of it to the section on zajia (miscellaneous lineages of writers). 
Ming Compendia: Ordering Things Through Names
By 1600, scholarship, book production, and libraries were at the heart of China's cultural fabric. New types of artifacts were accommodated within the existing framework of knowledge, but such frameworks had now been stretched to include a wider variety of information and knowledge than ever before. The link of the new late Ming encyclopedias to the orthodox epistemological agenda for "investigating things and extending knowledge" was increasingly enunciated as a way to "order things through names" (shi mingwu)
The printer-merchant Hu Wenhuan, for example, included his work on the Poetry Classic in his own collection, in which he repeated that knowledge of the names of birds, animals, herbs, and trees was important for understanding the Poetry Classic. In his 1593 "Preface," Hu replied to critiques that his research was redundant or too nitpicking: "If one says that Master Zhu [Xi] brought together [all knowledge about the Poetry Classic in his "Collection of Commentaries"] and that I have split it all up, then what good is erudition?"
In effect, Hu revived focus on the "things-phenomena-affairs" mentioned in the Poetry Classic, which displaced Zhu Xi's efforts to censor the more sensuous love poems in the classic.
The charge that Hu was splitting up knowledge, however, was an indication that his printings dealing with things, affairs, and phenomena no longer sustained an overarching methodological unity, which had informed the Song appeal to universal knowledge. In his scholarship on the Poetry, Hu collected items of information. He was not searching for universal principles. 22 Hu's views reflected what was common in late Ming civil examination policy questions on "broad learning." In a 1597 examination, for instance, the Shuntian provincial examiners in Beijing asked several thousand candidates for civil office to address why Confucius had focused students on "names and things" and not just "principles and nature." Collectanea such as Hu Wenhuan's, which included Ming encyclopedias, provided a medium through which Chinese scholar-printers could reprint their rare books, as well as short works of scholarship and newly collated versions of previously published texts. In this way, such works were made accessible to other scholars and collectors. Generally, a collectanea was a collection of independent works of many periods published together in a single edition. They were an answer to the loss of literature, especially monographs too small to circulate independently, because of warfare and social upheaval. Ming and Qing collectanea, which contained rare works, led the way in preserving ancient writings in their respective collections. 24 Such collectanea originated in the Song and were particularly popular during the late Ming period. Mao Jin (1599-1659) initiated the practice of private libraries publishing congshu. Hu Wenhuan's Collectanea of Works Inquiring into and Extending Knowledge (Gezhi congshu), became a late Ming repository of classical, historical, institutional, folkloric, medical, and technical works from antiquity to the present in China. In it, Hu presented a cumulative account of all areas of native textual knowledge important to a literati audience in the seventeenth century.
Because printing in the early Ming capital at Nanjing had surpassed Hangzhou, which had been a publishing center in the Southern Song, merchants from Huizhou and elsewhere congregated there. Color editions of books became a prominent feature of Nanjing editions. By the late Ming, Hangzhou printers such as Hu Wenhuan thus operated shops in both cities to disseminate their publications. Because Hu printed his Gezhi congshu in so many different combinations, few of the editions were commensurable in numbers of volumes or titles. In aggregate, however, the works he printed became widely available in China and Japan. Hu printed many of the same titles for his other notorious collectanea known as the Famous Works of the Hundred Schools (Baijia mingshu). 27 By the eighteenth century, a collectanea resembled a miniature library. According to Arthur Hummel, congshu were usually constituted according to five criteria: (1) 
Such collectanea were the principal medium used in traditional China to preserve anything corresponding to periodical literature. In them authors could print short articles, papers, or monographs that today find their way into journals and magazines before they are finally deposited in book form. Collectanea that focused on one class of subjects were also very popular. In the absence of systematic library facilities, collectanea (for example, the Fozang [Buddhist patrology]) also served as subject bibliographies that complemented existing library catalogs
Ordering Antiquities and New Findings
In addition to its central epistemological place in literati classical learning since 1200, and its occasional use in medical discourse, the notion of gewu was also applied to the collection, study, and classification of antiquities, as in Cao Zhao's (fl. 1387-99) Gegu yaolun ("Essential Criteria of Antiquities," lit., "Key issues in the investigation of antiquities"), a leishu that was published in the early Ming and enlarged several times thereafter. 25 The work originally appeared in 1387-88 with important accounts of ceramics and lacquer, as well as traditional subjects such as calligraphy, painting, zithers, stones, bronzes, and ink-slabs. The 1462 edition prepared by Wang Zuo (palace graduate of 1427) was considerably enlarged and included findings from the official Ming dynasty naval expeditions led by Zheng He (1371-1433) to Southeast Asia and the Indian Ocean from 1405 to 1433. Wang was particularly interested in ancient bronzes, calligraphic specimens, and curiosities. He also added the subjects of imperial seals, iron tallies, official costumes, and palace architecture.
The new information the Zheng He fleets brought back to Ming China from other parts of Asia in the fifteenth century, however, did not challenge the existing frameworks of orthodox knowledge among literati because the Zheng He findings were assimilated to the traditional study of antiquities. This accommodation differs somewhat from the wider impact sixteenth century oceanic discoveries allegedly had in early modern Europe. Over a century prior to the Jesuits arrival, Ming China and its paradigm for knowledge based on the investigation of things and the extension of knowledge had enough epistemological authority to allow the compilers of the Gegu yaolun, for instance, to domesticate the new materials received from the Indian Ocean within a traditional focus on encyclopedic knowledge and its already established range of classifications. 26 The passion for things, artifacts, utensils, and odd phenomena among Ming literati are amply recorded in collections such as the Gegu yaolun that stressed the investigation of things. Moreover, the popular encyclopedias make it clear that Ming encyclopedists never took literally Wang Yangming's famous -although likely apocryphal -efforts to refute Zhu Xi's affirmation of external knowledge by finding the principles of bamboo in the mind through meditative techniques alone. Gainsaying Wang Yangming's introspective idealism, book compilers continued to focus on things, affairs, and phenomena, which flowered into an eruption of "daily use" compendia in the 1590s.
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Ordering Pharmacology Through Names
Medical learning was decisively impacted by the late Ming turn to the summation of contemporary knowledge in the textual museums of materia medica. Biographies of Li Shizhen (1518-93), for instance, have noted that the future pharmacologist extraordinaire had at the age of fourteen sui (Chinese added one year after the first new year), circa 1532-33, passed the preliminary civil examinations held at the local county level in his Middle Yangzi home. After he failed in three attempts in the Huguang provincial examinations, Li never advanced further, however, thus sharing the fate of 95% of the 50,000 candidates empire-wide in the early sixteenth century who competed triennially for provincial honors in late Ming times. Unable to pursue an official career, because by the early sixteenth century only provincial and palace graduates received such competitive appointments, Li Shizhen turned instead to medicine because he came from a family of medical practitioners who practiced pharmacology for generations. 28 If we place Li Shizhen in his social and cultural context, we find that in terms of classical literacy, i.e., mastery of the classical canon and dynastic histories, Li was by 1535 just one out of some 35,820 licentiates (shengyuan) within an approximate population of 100 million, a ratio of almost one licentiate per 2,800 persons. The likelihood for licentiates to pass higher examinations entitling them to civil appointments became ever more formidable. Beginning in the fifteenth century, each stage of the Ming civil service selection process eliminated the vast majority of candidates, with most eliminated at the local and provincial levels of competition. 29 An unexpected consequence of the empire-wide civil examination system was the high number of literate men who as a writing elite also formed a significant reading public. Assuming approximately 1000 candidates per county for biennial local civil qualifying examinations during the late Ming, then Li Shizhen was one of some 1.2 million local candidates, who because of the residualism of failures over time in the "examination life" probably numbered several times more classically literate men, not to mention literate women in elite lineages. Put another way, these large numbers of classically literate men and women meant that an author of a popular Ming work, such as a practical encyclopedia, pharmacopoeia, or popular novel, could potentially reach upwards of five million individuals and through them their families. A vast constituency of "failures" like Li Shizhen sought alternative careers in teaching, medicine, pettifoggering, etc., where their classical skills as potential scholars and writers could be best utilized. 30 It is interesting that examination failures such as Li Shizhen, when they turned to fields of natural inquiry such as medicine and pharmacology, adopted a classical mode of writing that had been used for other purposes in the past. They redirected the investigation of things towards new fields of learning. Li Shizhen's magnum opus, the Bencao gangmu (Classified materia medica, lit., "Systematic pharmacopoeia"), and the effusion of leishu in the late Ming were a follow-up, indirectly, to similar Ming collections from the 1560s. An unprecedented combination of an ample number of classically literate men, whose chances for success in the civil service were declining, with a large audience of potential readers of practical manuals, compendia, and popular fiction, provided the publishing fuel for late Ming printers in south China to issue, profitably, a wide assortment of works by men such as Li Shizhen in the late sixteenth century. Preparation for the civil examinations, in addition to shaping classically literate men, also inculcated them with modes of organizing and producing knowledge. We should add Chos_n Korea, Tokugawa Japan, Lê Vietnam, and the overseas Chinese communities in Southeast Asia as important additional markets for Ming and Qing editions. Li Shizhen should be considered a more exemplary example of Ming scholarship than the more famous Wang Yangming, whose moral idealism strongly influenced Ming classicists. It is revealing how, with respect to a given area of knowledge, Li Shizhen relied on previous classical texts to shape his research and how he dealt with the names of things as medicines. We find that from 1552 to 1578 Li worked tirelessly on producing a revised encyclopedia of pharmacopoeia that would correct the errors of identification, classification, and evaluation that had accrued in the standard Song dynasty series of pharmacopoeia. From 1556, Li traveled widely in major drugproducing provinces, which enabled him to include comprehensive information on mineralogy, metallurgy, botany, and zoology in the Bencao gangmu, in addition to medicines.
His wide reading permitted Li to supplement his account with much new added information about drugs and diseases since the Song dynasties. He incorporated, for example, the medicinal uses of maize and the sweet potato, which were New World crops introduced in the middle of the sixteenth century, and reported on the emergence of a new disease, syphilis, that could be traced back to the late fifteenth century in Guangdong province. Li Shizhen argued in his "Outline" ("Fanli") to the Bencao gangmu that the ancient headings in earlier canonical works on materia medica had been mixed up and that their true meanings were lost. 33 By the time Li Shizhen turned to materia medica issues, then, there was a clear sense that past classifications of pharmacopoeia had by 1550 become problematic, both because of mounting confusions in the historical record and due to a good deal of new information that had to be added to the pharmacopoeia tradition. In his "Outline," Li further declared the need to reorganize the existing knowledge on drug products. Li's sorting was sometimes determined by: 1) habitat; 2) morphology; 3) wild or cultivated things; 4) pharmacology; 5) culinary and medical aspects; and 6) his categories for grains. His taxonomy was often based on subjective judgment, and, hence, the criteria for his categories were not exclusively naturalistic. 34 Trained in the Classics, Li had learned to think about knowledge in light of the relationship between moral philosophy and encyclopedic writing. Moreover, Li Shizhen's Bencao gangmu reclassified the entire materia medica record according to a new framework, which revealed Li's concern with the "investigation of things" (gewu). His unique application of gewu to pharmacology transferred Zhu Xi's Song epistemology to medical matters. Accordingly, Li Shizhen's materia medica enterprise was also a scholarly project: "Although this is what doctors have called medicine, in examining and explicating their patterns/principles I have actually practiced what we literati scholars call the 'study of the investigation of things'." Li Shizhen's explicit work of medicine and pharmacopoeia also belonged to the Ming tradition of gewu, which gainsaid in practice Wang Yangming's theoretical claims about the inefficacy of careful research concerning the external world. 35 Like Li Shizhen's Bencao gangmu, other late Ming encyclopedias also encompassed a wide variety of books, manuals, dictionaries, and literary collections. They shared increasingly complex topical arrangements, which were accompanied by the accumulation of new knowledge and more information about "things." Such works were widely printed in south China by printers at a fortuitous time when lower printing costs made cheaper editions accessible beyond the classically literate elite. Li Shizhen's failure to become an official by elite was somewhat compensated for by his posthumous influence through his printed materia medica.
Collecting the Collectors
We have already reviewed the parallel achievements of the Ming scholarmerchant and Hangzhou bookseller Hu Wenhuan, whose Gezhi congshu was mentioned by the compilers of the Qianlong emperor's Complete Collection of the Four Treasuries in the 1780s. Because they had major misgivings about it, however, they did not include it in the collection. We should also reiterate that the Gezhi congshu by including several important Ming encyclopedias presented a cumulative account of all areas of textually collected knowledge important to a literati audience in the early seventeenth century before the Jesuits made their presence felt in Ming literati circles in Hangzhou and elsewhere in China after 1611. 36 The dramatic changes over time in the content of the different editions that Hu Wenhuan printed were tied to Hu's untiring emphasis on the names for things. Because Hu also had wide ranging interests in medicine, Buddhism and Daoism, some versions of the collectanea often contained a lower-brow range of illumination texts and esoteric writings. But Hu's inventory for organized knowledge in the higher-brow editions reveals how he presented his various editions for distinct uses and discrete audiences. The earliest printing of the Gezhi congshu, for example, included forty-six classical works that he targeted for his most educated literati audience. Later, Hu compiled enlarged editions of 180-200 to over 340 or more works to sell more copies for profit. As his printing repertoire increased, Hu surrounded his core collection of classical works with an inordinate number of titles that his most literate audience often scoffed at.
His initial crème de la crème version ranged from heaven and earth to birds, animals, insects, fish, grasses, foodstuffs, architecture, and tools. We have seen above how the Poetry Classic served Hu's fixation on defining things rather than enunciating classical doctrine. Such knowledge of things presupposed a Chinese frame of reference for the systematic collection of data from a wide variety of native sources about the names for China's natural resources, the arts, and manufactures. The portions selected for these highbrow classical themes reveal Hu Wenhuan's efforts to republish and cumulatively build on previous works that focused on natural phenomena, "names and their referents" (mingwu), and "affairs and things" (shiwu).
Starting with Song and Ming dictionaries that built on and annotated the earliest Chinese thesaurus, that is, the Erya (Progress toward elegance, circa third century B.C.), and lexicography, that is, the Shiming (Explication of names, circa 200 A.D.), Hu Wenhuan's initial edition of 46 works emphasized a comprehensive account of etymologies and word definitions that would shed light on the golden age of antiquity and its enlightened governance. Hu's comprehensive account was composed, from a textual point of view, as a series of lexicons, which surveyed the knowledge world of the ancients. One of those, Lu Dian's Song dynasty Adding to Elegance (Piya), for example, relied on the Erya to present a classical collection of glosses on phenomena such as thunder and lightning. Citing ancient and medieval sources on how rain produced thunder, Lu Dian explained thunder in terms of the concatenation of yin and yang: "Thunder is the yang part of yin." He then cited a medieval work entitled On the Principles of Things (Wuli lun) to the effect that "an accretion of wind produced thunder." From this perspective, the fundamental cause of lightning was thunder and not vice versa as in modern accounts. Hence for lightning, Lu Dian noted that when "yin and yang intercept each other and dazzle, this is the same [configuration of] qi as thunder, which when released produced bright light."
Based on traditions that thunder emanated from heavenly qi, while lightning came from earth's qi, Lu Dian noted that thunder belonged to the fire phase, and that the bright light was the lightning while the sound was thunder. In conclusion, Lu cautioned that although related in terms of yinyang and the fire phases, one should still see thunder and lightning as separate phenomena. Lu added that when the ruler decided court cases, such cases were seen as "counterparts of heaven" and that if there were occurrences of lightning and thunder during a trial, these were taken into account. 37 By collecting together all such available lexicons in his collectanea, Hu Wenhuan turned Confucius's ideal of the "rectification of names" (zhengming) into a passionate classificatory agenda for all things, which would yield a cumulative gathering of knowledge. Overall, the Gezhi congshu collectanea emphasized a broad learning of phenomena (bowu), which encompassed natural and textual studies within a humanist, esoteric, and institutional agenda. Rather than searching for explanations himself, Hu was content in his many prefaces to the works collated in his series to introduce the lexicographers together in one place without any guidelines for synthesis or analysis.
Although a collection, the Gezhi congshu responded to the same late Ming publishing climate that also precipitated the production of a large number of daily-use encyclopedias. They aimed to reach elite and popular audiences. Their contents incorporated historical accounts of phenomena, such as thunder and lightning mentioned above, as a genealogy of glosses, a sort of textualized "natural history." Hu also literally collected Ming encyclopedias in his collectanea to fill the gaps in meaning that had opened between things and words in classical learning since the Song. Scholars working on pharmacopoeia and medicine, such as Li Shizhen, were also concerned that the language used to designate "things/phenomena/affairs" (wu) had by 1500 become increasingly muddled because the accounts of phenomena as a genealogy of glosses had accrued chaotically. Names for plants, animals, etc., in terms of kind, species, attributes, and use, in encyclopedias needed reordering, i.e., rectification. New encyclopedias were needed to set the literary record straight through a meticulous reexamination of "things," i.e., to restore all the "words" (yan) that were lost or muddled since antiquity Inscribed in the classical language for elites but accessible to commoners, the leishu form allowed Hu Wenhuan and the encyclopedias he included to create a new space to describe and order things-phenomena-affairs. A genealogy of classical glosses was the first step in capturing the classical language in which they were historically represented. Language in the late Ming encyclopedia became the compiler's means to refashion and reproduce as closely as possible the observing gazes of past sages, worthies, scholars, wizards, monks, masters, and commoners. The leishu made visible through texts and diagrams the lineage of the knowledge of things-phenomena-affairs and esoterica from the ancients to the present. 38 
Early Natural Histories in the Gezhi congshu
Just as Li Shizhen engaged in a reformative agenda of observing, analyzing, recognizing, and naming plants for medicinal purposes, others revisited the classical search for why things were the way they were (suoyi ran). Since high antiquity, the sages and worthies had described the visible structure of things through the "names for things." When the Jesuits presented an alternative genealogy for "natural history" in an Aristotelian conceptual language (= scientia), Chinese collaborators such as Li Zhizao (1565-1630) translated their description of the structure of the visible world in the language of the late Ming theory of knowledge, namely gewu qiongli (investigation of things and exhaustively mastering principles).
For instance, Alfonso Vagnoni's (1566-1640) Treatise on the Composition of the Universe (Kongji gezhi, 1633) was in part a refracted presentation of the theory of the four elements from Aristotle's works. In his translation, Vagnoni vainly tried to convince the Chinese of the error of their ways for including wood and metal and excluding air as the building blocks of things in the world. His efforts built on Matteo Ricci's (1552-1610) earlier efforts to expound the theory of the four elements. 39 Vagnoni rendered Aristotle's concept of element into classical Chinese, and he offered the Chinese an alternate explanation for thunder and lightning, which differed from the Chinese notion of yin-yang and the five phases:
What is a pure substance? It is a substance of a single nature with no other composite elements. Accordingly, the myriad things in the world are distinguished by their being pure or composite. The pure elements are the four elements of earth, water, air, and fire. Composite things take on five forms such as the category of rain, dew, thunder, and lightning, the category of metals and stones, the category of plants, trees, and the five grains, the category of birds and animals, and the category of humans. All five of these forms are composites of the four elements. 40 Chinese naturalists also represented the physical world through an historical array of entries about things, phenomena, and affairs (bowu). Several works were included in Hu Wenhuan's Collectanea that resembled natural history in the classical period in the West, when a dividing line between animate and non-animate objects was not yet decisive. A notion of biology did not yet exist among the Chinese or the Jesuits, although we can identify aspects of a vitalism linked to qi and nurturing life (yangsheng) in Ming-Qing medical discourse. 41 Like their classicist counterparts in Europe, Chinese naturalists whose works were included in the first printing of Hu's Collectanea sought to identify and classify natural phenomena through language. The authors of such natural histories included in the first printing of the Gezhi congshu sought to identify and classify natural phenomena-but not "Nature"-a concept that Chinese had avoided in favor of a notion of imminent spontaneity and this worldly naturalness (ziran). 42 The first natural history that Hu Wenhuan included in the Gezhi congshu was the hoary Shanhai jing (Classic of mountains and streams), annotated by Guo Pu (268-324), a "master of esoterica" (fangshi, lit., "master of occult arts") known for his role as a medieval commentator on several archaic texts that dealt with anomalies and natural phenomena. Guo's official biography noted that he was a student of naturalistic techniques (jingshu) and that his broad studies (boxue) carried over to study of the five phases, astronomyastrology, techniques for prognosticating the future, and warding off calamities and misfortunes.
The Shanhai jing was a composite work compiled over several centuries since the third century B.C., which Riccardo Fracasso has described as a descriptio mundi. Ascribed by some to the sage-king Yu the Great, it described the earth in terms of three concentric rectangles with a central territory, four seas encompassing the central lands, and a great wilderness. Because it also contained valuable information about mountain spirits, popular medicine, divination and other mantic arts, which were often incorporated in later texts known as zhiguai (records of anomalies), it was at times classified simply as a handbook of prodigies, in addition to a reliable historical geography.
These anomalies and prodigies also became entries in Ming encyclopedias, which often appended such unorthodox classifications to the classical categories long in use. In the last years of the Former Han dynasty (202-8 B.C.), courtiers regarded it as a window on ancient portents and foreign customs. The Ming bibliophile Hu Yinglin (1551-1602), a Zhejiang contemporary of Hu Wenhuan, described it as the ancestor of oddities in Chinese literature, which foreshadowed its inclusion under the xiaoshuo (lit., "lesser words," that is "fictions") subcategory in the late eighteenth century Complete Collection of the Four Treasuries.
Within Hu Wenhuan's collection, Zhang Hua's Bowu zhi (A treatise presenting an historical array of entries about things, phenomena, and affairs), and a Song dynasty continuation, titled Xu bowu zhi (Continuation to the treatise . . .) were presented under the general title of gezhi in Hu Wenhuan's collectanea, indicating that Hu considered bowu an important part of the investigation of things. 44 In general these works stressed correlating each human event, object-implement, or natural phenomenon in terms of a teleology of their usefulness to humans and presented a genealogy of discovery that traced each item back to the appropriate sage, ruler, or scholar in antiquity.
Hu Wenhuan presented the natural histories in his collection in sequence. For example, the "Preface" to the Song Shiwu jiyuan (Record of the origins of matters and things), dated 1448 (with an internal date of 1444), opened by linking all myriad things and affairs to their principles-patterns, which can be investigated by studying their origins. 45 The meaning of the title of the Shiwu jiyuan assumed an overlap of natural things/phenomena and human affairs with a stress on the "investigation of things/phenomena/affairs" and "exhaustively mastering principles" (gewu qiongli). Its scope covered from large (heaven, earth, mountains, streams) to small (birds, beasts, herbs trees), from the subtleties of yin and yang to the manifestness of rituals, music, and institutions. It in effect moved from natural phenomena (wu) to socio-political fields (shi). Overall, the Shiwu jiyuan was divided into 55 categories and 1764 items with quotations organized under each item, and the sources were always given. Its key difference from earlier Ming encyclopedias was that the Shiwu jiyuan cited sources for each item without any accompanying analysis. 46 The Gujin shiwu kao (Examination of affairs and things from antiquity to the present) also contained a wide range of materials, which included an institutional account of historical geography, as well as a collection of general information required for classical literacy under the category "writing matters." In addition, it presented a brief history of "numerical correspondences" (shuxue), which Ming literati attributed to the sage-king Fu Xi. Fu was usually linked to the Yijing (Change Classic) and the naturalistic process of the formation of things based on yin and yang and qi. The compiler, Wang Sanpin, noted in 1538 that he had purposely built upon earlier work cumulatively by adding material based on earlier sources.
For instance, Wang presented naturalistic explanations for the phenomena of wind and lightning based on yin-yang and qi that added some precision to Lu Dian's earlier Song analysis described above. Lu Dian had cited sources affirming that "an accumulation of wind formed lightning." Wang Sanpin, on the other hand, explained this by contending that "the yang that was within could not escape, and its resounding blows produced lightning." "When yang was outside," Wang continued," and could not get inside, then it swirled around without stopping, forming wind." 47 
Collecting Things in Texts
The proliferation of late Ming daily-use encyclopedias reflected a widening audience for old and new information about things of all sorts. Although the classical lexicons and natural histories were the beginning points, the knowledge in the encyclopedias no longer could be contained within the limits of a set of canonical texts dating from antiquity and their formative commentaries, which usually recapitulated their contents. The accruing knowledge of things and affairs among Ming scholars was still subsumed in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries within the moral and philosophical frameworks that informed the orthodox literati classification of the natural world and which drew on classical repertoires of knowledge. These repertoires notably included medieval masters of esoterica, who were central to the late imperial definition of cumulative knowledge of things and phenomena.
Things were deployed in these encyclopedias through chronological or topical presentations of past glosses and words about them. It was as if things, events, and anomalies had to be displayed textually before their significance could be fully fathomed. As a result, natural studies became a venue for Chinese textual scholars who were fascinated with the etymologies of the words used to encompass phenomena. Unlike early modern European scientific culture, where natural history could increasingly be displayed as concrete items in a museum, the historical array of entries, which were included in late Ming encyclopedias, represented a distanced account of natural phenomena as words in a text that needed to be decoded primarily through the analysis of language.
The sociology of collecting and its cultural logic comparatively allows us to see that in Ming and Qing China collecting and classifying knowledge about things occurred within the pages of leishu. Just as the museum was firmly set in the premodern European encyclopedic tradition of catalogs and the vocabulary of collecting, so the daily-use encyclopedias of the late Ming -and the collectanea that contained them -were sites of classically derived knowledge where only individuals of privilege and learning earned the right to collect and classify the world. 48 Collecting information about things in the late Ming was not a prelude to the display (in museums) and manipulation (in laboratories) of nature per se. Li Shizhen certainly shared aspects of the early modern European naturalist's agenda, but Li's pilgrimages to collect medicines and herbs was done mainly through perusing texts. His intellectual haven for natural studies remained firstly a philological fascination with the etymologies of living things, which could then be applied via the investigation of things to classifying appropriate medicines. This close relation between philology and classifying things reminds us of European naturalists during the age of science. Ming encyclopedists rarely expressed a penchant for purely experiential knowledge obtained in the laboratory, however, although the artisanal alchemists' fires continued to produce empire-wide a rich plethora of medicines and accessories for traditional Chinese treatment regimes. 49 Rather than microcosms of nature, the late Ming encyclopedias created textual museums for their theater of marvels. Hu Wenhuan's efforts in the 1590s to print congshu and thereby collect the collectors within a single encyclopedic discourse was not unique, but his economic resources allowed him to entertain the production of several collectanea that contained several hundred works he deemed appropriate to place under the general heading of "investigating things and extending knowledge." His initial reconstruction of ancient classicism allowed him to use highbrow learning as an orthodox base for later enlarged editions, which included domains of knowledge that far exceeded the boundaries of the official canon. The coexistence of the old and new, the occult and the demonstrable, in the encyclopedic world of natural history, was as prevalent in early modern Europe as in the late Ming. 50 
